
Summary 
Highly skilled and experienced software architect and leader with a strong track record of 
delivering exceptional software solutions. Proficient in multiple programming languages and 
frameworks with proven ability to deliver high-quality software design and architecture. 
Strong cross-functional collaboration and stakeholder management abilities. 

Excels in leadership roles, effectively guiding and mentoring development teams to achieve 
project success. My collaborative approach fosters productive and enjoyable teamwork. 

My full-stack development experience covers frontend and backend technologies, 
complemented by expertise in Unity3D for game development and interactive experiences.  

Top Skills 
TypeScript, React, Unity3d/C#, Node.js 

Experience 
STAFF SOFTWARE ENGINEER, RO, NYC — NOV 2020-PRESENT 

Architecting and leading several business-crucial initiatives, including overhauling an 
internal pharmacy management tool, resulting in scoring 95% customer satisfaction rating; 
state-of-the-art drug utilization system; streamlined, safe, and efficient system of patient's 
request reviews.   

Leading by example, continuously mentoring and supporting senior software engineers 
across the organization. Implemented best practices for frontend development, including 
modular domain-driven code design, and efficient testing strategies 

Improved the stability and maintainability of the internal application responsible for the 
management and shipping of hundreds of thousands of highly regulated healthcare 
products by establishing architectural best practices, rigorously increasing test coverage, 
and upgrading underlying technical solutions.   

LEAD SOFTWARE ENGINEER, INTENT, NYC — SEP 2019-OCT 2020 

Architected and led the team of software engineers in the development of enterprise-level 
full-stack tools allowing `Intent` to target, bucket, and manage two billion annual users into 
16 million configurable permutations. 

Led cross-functional iterations with Product, UX, and internal stakeholders, leading the 
development of full-stack enterprise tools controlling billions of annual unique page views. 

Email    Blog      LinkedIn     GitHub      Twitter 
Portfolio: https://gregsolo.meGreg Solo 

Lead software engineer crafting stories with code for 15+ years

mailto:greg.solo.cv@gmail.com
https://blog.gregsolo.me
https://www.linkedin.com/in/soloschenko
https://github.com/soloschenko-grigoriy
https://twitter.com/GregorySolos
https://gregsolo.me


Evangelized best practices, convincing a 13-year-old engineering department to adopt 
TypeScript and Clean Architecture. Earned a pivotal position in post-COVID-19 restructuring 
to develop multiple enterprise-level and customer-facing products. 

LEAD CONSULTANT, BUILDIT @ WIPRO DIGITAL, NYC — APR 2018-SEP 2019 

Collaborated cross-functionally with delivery leads, engineers, and creative technologists to 
help clients evolve and make the next ambitious step in their digital journey using modern 
full-stack frameworks and tools. Crafted, led, and taught enterprise training program aimed 
to hire, educate, and prepare junior frontend developers for client-facing consultancy job. 

SENIOR SOFTWARE ENGINEER, ZS ASSOCIATES, EVANSTON, IL — OCT 2016-MARCH 2018 

Maintained and extended enterprise front-end library, created new components for various 
enterprise projects, trained and mentored several engineering teams in adopting best 
practices. Organized company-wide training courses teaching advanced frontend-
development concepts and practices. 

SOFTWARE DEVELOPER / LEAD SOFTWARE DEVELOPER, VARIOUS COMPANIES, KYIV, UKRAINE — END 2006 - OCT 2016 

Solo developed and led teams in crafting innovative, rich, interactive websites, apps, and 
games 

Accomplishments 
Won a company-wide award “The ROies” in “Delivering results” category — 2022 

Education 
National Aviation University, Information security  — Master’s, 2011 

Pet Projects 
QUEEN'S TOWERS, UNITY/C#. VIDEO. SOURCE CODE. PLAY IT SIMMER. 

Tower Defense game where you have to stand tall against hoards of blood-thirsty enemies! 

CLANFIRE, UNITY/C#. SOURCE CODE. VIDEO (MAP GENERATOR). VIDEO (GAMEPLAY) 

Civ 6 inspired turn-based game with procedurally generated maps (in active dev) 

UNNAMED, UNITY/C#. VIDEO PLAY IT ON ITCH.IO 

Dark, emotional visual novel that tells a story of two kids trying to find their mother in the 
town torn apart by the war.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbsTiCqcVDg&feature=emb_logo
https://github.com/soloschenko-grigoriy/queen-towers-scripts
https://simmer.io/@gregsolo/queens-towers
https://github.com/soloschenko-grigoriy/clanfire-scripts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yfJmJ0lJ4-Y&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S1H0fia5yo0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UjNXnhF-5sA&feature=emb_logo
https://gregsolo.itch.io/unnamed
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